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Autumn is the time that comes after the rainy season and before winter. This season is also known
for the fall in much of India. Therefore, this is a typical month between July and October.

Autumn time in India marks the beginning of the last half of the season, delaying the various
activities of humans and wildlife everywhere. They are the most productive part of the late summer,
so they want more food to be stored to find a comfortable place to sleep for the winter.

Although each season brings beauty, the autumn season has a unique place in natural art. The
beautiful and vivid colours of the trees, such as bright yellow, brown, ocher, rich auburn, and tropical
vegetation such as green and the many colours are affected everywhere. Here you can find them
floating in the air or on a soft study rug on trees and fallen leaves. If it's a clear day, you'll have a blue
colour that can add to the sky, and this season brings every day very different and fun.

It is sad as it reminds us that the trees will soon open up under the grey tone, making nature
separate. Seeing this critical change, many people choose warm clothes in their closets, seeing days
approaching with short days and long nights.

Facts in Autumn

During the autumn in India, you will see the shade of the leaves change everywhere, and there are

many leafy trees. As this deforestation is significant for farmers, sometimes this results in various
injuries. For example, heavy rains will destroy farmers' crops because there will be enough rain to
improve the yield. Also, if you look at the heavy rains, it will cause an increase, cause more accidents
and damage people's lives. At the moment, there is a lot of cleaning done by flying leaves all around,
the wind blowing into a pile on the windshield of cars, walls, and doors.

Benefits of Autumn Season (Sharadh Ritu)

Do you dream of mashed potatoes, turkey, caramel apples, and pumpkin latte? When autumn

comes, you can enjoy your favourite season with nice cool weather delicious and fun food. There are
so many reasons the autumn season in India is considered the best time and why there is so much to
enjoy this time of year. Here are a few of the reasons given below:

1. Changing Colours

Many people love the autumn season with the changing colours of the leaves. The evergreen trees

were bursting into beautiful orange, red, and gold colours. In addition, the colours here are very
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striking in various parts of India, encouraging many to visit these places to see the beauty of the
landscape.

2. Pumpkin Everything

Do you like pumpkins? If so, you are in good luck. Pumpkin flavours are found all over the autumn

season, especially in traditional favourites such as pumpkin bread and pumpkin pie and many other
current treatments such as pumpkin coffee and spicy tea. However, you can make sure you are
completed before the end of the season.

3. Sweet Dessert

For many, the autumn season in India seems to be the best time of year for sweets, taffies, caramel

apples, and other sweets, as these are available in total.

Alternatively, you can also find apple pie, pecan pie, pumpkins, and usually any pie your heart
desires. If you happen to indulge in a pumpkin pie this season, don't forget the whipped cream.

4. Cool Weather

After the extreme heat of summer, this season brings great relief as it cools the weather. September

is seen as a beautiful moon, as the waves of the sea drop to a tropical night.

Therefore, after months of blasting a / c, the beginning of autumn brings in the fresh air, allowing you
to keep the windows open finally.

5. Better Fashion

When it is boiling in the summer, fashions along the way favour luxury and coolness. But in the fall, it

introduces new styles like boots, jerseys, jackets, more flattering flip-flops and shorts, and everything
else that is fun to wear.

Loss of Autumn Season (Sharadh Ritu)

Some autumn losses are highlighted here:

Local time of sunshine, constant rain, beer garden back to vapers and black smokers, no early,
Christmas schmaltz even though it was only summer last week, smelly clothes, dry wetsuit, damaged
wetsuits by drying them in flames, floods, snow, cold wetsuits, endless surf, toasties, and fingers that
make you know that it is booted, admitting that it is time for a hat-wearing suit, you have to shed a
good cry and be a moment of heart attack, beach, get sour gravy with -roast, salad, admitting that it
is no longer a season of cider and ice, the farmer's tan, not having enough beds in the van. Too much
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freezing, closed public toilets, cheap fire displays, a big storm blowing all the golden leaves to go at
once.

1. Allergies and colds

As the cold weather begins in the autumn of India, cooling off and allergies are following along. Since

no one enjoys being sick, especially at such a good time, you will experience allergies and some of
this season's losses.

2. Inconsistent weather

There is a pleasant breeze in the autumn in the morning, and the day keeps warm and hot. At night,

it is much colder than before, which has led to climate change, making it difficult for many to choose
their clothing.

3. Raking Leaves

Sometimes, raking leaves can be a daunting task that does not seem appealing. After you have

collected all the leaves, you will go into the pile, spread the leaves, and again and again, you have to
go back. This seems to be a cycle of intense suffering.

4. Ending of summer and beginning of winter

Winter is undoubtedly seen as the most popular season when most people get cold quickly and do

not like it. At this time, one should wear cold weather because it is not completely cold rather than
calm, and that difference is brought about.

5. Hair loss

Many suffer from hair loss every day, leading to stress and depression. There are many reasons why

your hair may fall out, which could be a natural regenerative process to allow new and stronger hair
to grow back.

According to a Swedish study, it has been shown that the most significant hair loss occurs in the
autumn since September, when people lose most of their hair. This makes autumn a severe hair loss,
and you will find many healthy women complaining about hair loss.

6. Other losses

Finally, the trees shed their red golf leaves, and the air is frigid and hard. It looks like the world is

starting or dying.
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CONCLUSION

This season is also called a time of distress as it touches the lungs and often brings tears and coughs

reminiscent of past losses. For those who have new reasons for grief, it is essential to stay where the
step can lead to coping with forgetfulness. I hope you enjoyed this article during the Autumn season
in India.
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